
ATTACHMENT B 

Coverage Description 

USI provided a proposal of coverage for cyber liability insurance.  The following 

summarizes the coverages and exclusions: 

Included Coverage 

Exposure Brief Description 

SECURITY AND 
PRIVACY LIABILITY 
(INCLUDING EMPLOYEE 
PRIVACY) 
 

Covers the insured's liability for damages resulting 
from a data breach. Such liability most often results 
from (1) loss, theft, or unauthorized disclosure of 
personally identifiable information (PII) in the 
insured's care, custody, and control; (2) damage to 
data stored in the insured's computer systems 
belonging to a third party; (3) transmission of 
malicious code or denial of service to a third party's 
computer system; (4) failure to timely disclose a 
data breach; (5) failure of the insured to comply 
with its own privacy policy prohibiting disclosure or 
sharing of PII; and (6) failure to administer an 
identity theft program required by governmental 
regulation or to take necessary actions to prevent 
identity theft. In addition, this insuring agreement 
covers the cost of defending claims associated with 
each of these circumstances 

SECURITY BREACH 
RESPONSE COVERAGE 
 

Coverage for the expenses involved in responding 
to a data breach. These include legal expenses, 
forensic experts, costs to notify affected parties and 
provide credit monitoring, and public relations 
expenses to mitigate reputational damage. 

PRIVACY REGULATORY 
CLAIMS COVERAGE 

The insuring agreement covers the costs of dealing 
with state and federal regulatory agencies (which 
oversee data breach laws and regulations), 
including (1) the costs of hiring attorneys to consult 
with regulators during investigations and (2) the 
payment of regulatory fines and penalties that are 
levied against the insured (as a result of the 
breach). 

PCI-DSS ASSESSMENT 
COVERAGE 

Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard 
(PCI DSS) was formed around 2004 by the major 
credit card companies to establish guidelines in the 
handling and processing of transactions including 
personal information.  The policy will provide 
coverage for assessments, fines or penalties 
imposed by banks or credit card companies due to 
non-compliance with the Payment Card Industry 



Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) or payment card 
company rules. 

CYBER EXTORTION 
COVERAGE 

Cyber extortion is an online crime in which hackers 
hold your data, website, computer systems, or 
other sensitive information hostage until you meet 
their demands for payment. The policy will cover 
the cost to investigate a ransomware attack and 
negotiate with the hackers. 

MULTIMEDIA LIABILITY Multimedia Liability provides coverage for third-
party liability claims alleging damage resulting from 
dissemination of media material. This covers both 
electronic and non-electronic media material and 
may include claims of copyright or trademark 
infringement. libel. 

DIGITAL ASSET 
RESTORATION COSTS 

Digital assets loss occurs when company data or 
software is corrupted or destroyed because of a 
network security failure. This type of loss can come 
because of an outside network breach or an inside 
job carried out by an employee. The policy covers 
the reasonable and necessary cost to replace, 
restore or re-collect digital property from written or 
electronic records. Additionally, investigation 
expenses such as disaster recovery and computer 
forensics is also covered. 

BUSINESS INCOME 
LOSS RESULTING FROM 
A NETWORK 
DISRUPTION 

Business Interruption covers business income loss 
and extra expenses incurred during a computer 
network outage. The coverage applies to outages 
of internally managed IT, such as employee 
devices or internal networks or databases -- not a 
cloud computing provider or other type of third-
party IT vendor. 

Bodily Injury Injury to persons (including death) 

 

Excluded Coverage 

The proposal of coverage also indicates various exclusions or exposures that will not be 

covered: 

Exposure Brief Description 

BUSINESS INCOME 
LOSS (Physical Damage) 

Some insurers have brought forward business 
interruption coverage as part of cyber insurance or 
as stand-alone business interruption insurance 
policies. There doesn’t have to be a complete 
shutdown to trigger the coverage. Instead, a system 
slowdown due to network issues or malicious 
elements can also be classified as a trigger.  



However, the proposal indicates there will be no 
coverage for physical damage BI claims.  

ENSUING PROPERTY 
DAMAGE LOSS 

Exception to an exclusion in a first-party property 
policy that applies in a special type of fact pattern 
where the damage caused by an excluded peril 
operates as a link in the "chain of events" that 
enables a covered peril to damage other property. 
(proximate cause) Symbolically, a classic ensuing 
loss fact pattern can be represented as follows: 
excluded peril → excluded damage → covered peril 
→ ensuing damage. Note that there must be two 
kinds of damages—an initial loss and an ensuing 
loss. Most courts will not apply an ensuing loss 
provision if an excluded peril caused a covered peril 
that results in only one kind of damage. 

Inspection and Loss 
Prevention/Mitigation 
Expense 

Loss prevention aims to reduce the possibility of 
damage and lessen the severity if such a loss 
should occur. 

Debris Removal Debris removal insurance is a section of a property 
insurance policy that provides reimbursement for 
clean-up costs associated with damage to property. 

 

 


